
Executive Summary Process Workflow: 
Fibonacci Morphological Analysis (FMA) aka Options Analysis 

 
This document describes the basic process for carrying out decision support and the analysis of viable 
options under conditions of high uncertainty, complexity and interconnectivity. 
 
“Many problems are too ‘messy’ to be addressed effectively by the standard management scientist’s 
toolkit of mathematically-based techniques. Such problems are typically characterised by complexity, 
a high degree of uncertainty and ignorance, and multiple subjectivity. Structuring them into a form in 

which they can be addressed is at least as challenging as formally solving them.”1 
 
Strategy Foresight is a technology company focused on developing solutions to help organisations 
improve their decision making under conditions of uncertainty and complexity. The methods and 
processes deployed, a form of strategic options analysis, help structure problems and support decision 
making, notably when they are complex, ‘wicked’2 and contain high levels of uncertainty. 
 

Basic Process Workflow 
 
It is important to emphasise that FMA is a methodological process – being not solely dependent on 
software in bringing about reduced configuration solutions. Operational and behavioural realities 
demand that the methodology address such concerns if it is to have value for practitioners. 
 
A summary of the programme (broken down into a 10 step process) is illustrated in three definite phases 
as below and detailed further in this document. 
 

Phase 1 
 

Generate the entire 
Problem Space 

 
(Steps 1-6) 
 

• Identification of the main problem being addressed 

• Selecting an expert team representing the key stakeholders 

• Determining a focus question which encapsulates the problem 

• Facilitating the expert team to generate a problem space made 
up of the key parameters of the problem and then the states/ 
dimensions within each of the parameters 

• The first steps here may require external facilitation and 
stakeholder management to finely structure the problem – 
before programming the software to generate the Problem 
Space which reflects the total number of possible configurations 
to be addressed. 

 

Phase 2 
 

Perform Cross 
Consistency Assessment 

 
(Steps 7-8) 

• This phase involves a form of cross impact analysis where the 
Problem Space is transposed3 and each state within a 
parameter is assessed for consistency against every other state 
within the other parameters (i.e. can these two states logically 
co-exist). If they cannot, then every configuration where such 
an inconsistent pair exists is discarded. 
 

Phase 3 
 

Generate the Solution 
Space for decision 

support 
 
(Steps 9-10) 

• Supporting software compiles those configurations only where 
all pairs within a configuration are consistent with each other. 
This process can eliminate over 95% of the original Problem 
Space to produce a set of viable internally consistent solutions. 
These solutions are presented as ‘what-if’ scenarios where any 
dimension in a parameter can be an input or an output. 

  

 
1 Professor Sally Brailsford, Southampton University 
2 A ‘wicked problem’ is one that is difficult or impossible to solve because of incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements 
that are often difficult to recognise. The challenge is how to deal with such problems where the relationship between the multitude 
of variables is poorly defined leading to sub-optimal decision making and spurious correlations. 
3 Transposition software converts the Problem Space into the Cross Consistency Matrix (cross impact and assessment). Once 
this latter matrix has been completed (or assessed) then the software goes into compile mode, discarding those configurations 
which contain any one or more pairs of inconsistent arguments as determined by the expert team. The remaining, fully consistent 
configurations are then presented as a Solution Space. 



Breakdown of the 3 Process Phases (in 10 Steps)  
 
 
 
1. Define the problem to be addressed. Present in the form of a focus question (this is not set in 

stone and may change through the process). For example: ‘What factors do we have to consider 
in order to improve social mobility in the UK?’ 

 
 
2. Identify the major stakeholders with an interest and expertise relating to the problem. 

Stakeholders should represent a wide a constituency as possible (i.e. not all from the same 
discipline – stretched positions to avoid groupthink). Stakeholders should also have similar levels 
of responsibility and accountability within their respective organisations. Stakeholders can be a 
mix of internal and external personnel. 

 
 
3. Use the focus question as an anchor statement to build a structure such as a mindmap. 

This creates a holistic/system overview of main issues and parameters and can be used as a first 
stage in the problem structuring exercise. It is possible that the mindmap exercise will be highly 
complex with a large number of problem defining parameters. In the example of social mobility this 
part of the process may help to actual define what we mean by social mobility; what are the drivers 
and what are possible solutions. A workshop will be required to draw insights from the major 
stakeholders, generate and validate the structure. The output may take a number of forms – but 
can be simply and elegantly captured as mind-map. See figure 1 below with 4 main areas regarding 
social mobility built from the copious research available, stakeholder inputs and expert references. 

 
Figure 1: Example mindmap to define the problem and possible solutions for social mobility in the UK. 

 
 
  

UK Social Mobility
Background and

Actions

What hinders social
mobility in the UK?

1) Culture of privilege

Dominant in-group: men who are white
from privileged backgrounds

Class system defined by wealth and family

Gatekeepers keen to maintain status quo

Preference often rules over merit

People who are from similar backgrounds
control policy through to media distribution

2) Poor wealth and income distribution

Top 10% own 44%; 40% own 49%, and
bottom 50% own 9%.

Nearly 20% paid less than living wage

Erosion of opportunity distribution e.g.
assisted places funding and income support

3) Parenting of infants

The wealthiest homes read to children
everyday 79% whilst poorest homes 42%

5 year olds from poorest families start school
nearly a year behind middle-income families

Financial worries impact parental focus

Family stability: 1 parent or 2 parents
together and with support

Availability of role models

4) Uneven schools and education

Most deprived areas in UK have 30%
fewer good schools

3 in 5 disadvantaged children do not achieve 5
good GCSEs (2x as much as other children)

Support is lacking for most able children from
poor backgrounds (e.g. assisted place scheme)

Access to work experience, competitive
sport , extra-curricular activities are
lacking for those less-privileged

Availability of role models and mentors

5) Access to top universities

85% of employers in the UK do
not offer apprenticeships

Just 40 pupils on free school meals make
it to Oxbridge each year

Building networks and contacts

Availability of mentors

6) Uneven playing field for top jobs

Managerial and professional roles
account for 42% of all jobs in the UK

60% of jobs are not advertised and are
recruited through networks

Top employers recruit from an average of
only 20 universities from more than 115

Availability of mentors, sponsors and champions

Lack of structured interviews

Lack of transparency of selection criteria
and applicant ratios spit by stage and
candidate type

What are the drivers that can
improve social mobility?

1) Ensure merit rules preference

Select from widest possible pools, the
best-of-the-best

Reflect business and society needs

Capture a range of skills, experiences and backgrounds

2) Access to opportunity should not be
dependent on your social background

Social mobility should be a national mission

Class is as important as gender or ethnicity

Ensure a level playing field where merit
rules preference

3) Recruitment to top universities and
jobs should be opened up based on merit
not preference, privilege or network

Fund further education through to
postgraduate according to parental
income AND wealth

Abolish unpaid internships

Note the impact of private tutoring and
coaching for those more-privileged

4) Schools to broaden supply of talent

Increase aspiration for those
less-privileged

Funding to increase attainment in
more able pupils

Develop broader skills more
relevant to job market

Integrate digital to aid access, networks and distribution

MARGINAL IMPACT: All
stakeholders must support and act

1) Government

Lead by example: Parliament, civil
service, diplomatic service, armed forces,
NHS,and education boards are still elitistSOCIAL MOBILITY COMMISSION

Make public sector more accessible and
publish data on gender, ethnicity and
social background at all recruitment gatesCABINET OFFICE

Close the achievement gap between high
privileged and low privileged familiesTHE SUTTON TRUST

Ban unpaid internships

2) Parents

Provide good nurturing environment

Support children’s education

Support higher aspirations

3) Schools

Focus efforts on disadvantaged high
attainers at 7 and 11 for results at 18SPRINGBOARD

Further push and support outstanding
pupils from less privileged backgroundsTHE WORST KEPT SECRET PROGRAMMES

Close the gap in careers advice, work
experience and extra-curricular activitiesTHE AMOS BURSARY

Introduce creative and
entrepreneurship programmesMOSAIC / PRINCES TRUST

Grow mentor networksPRIVATE SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS E.G. OGILVYONE

Expose students to 'Russell Group'
universities and research/inquiry ethosTHE BRILLIANT CLUB

Improve digital skills to boost access to opportunityTWKS/DH PROGRAMMES

4) Universities

Understand social background of student

Engage with more ‘feeder’ schools to
raise aspiration

Provide better careers counseling for
less-privileged students

Encourage mentoring

Broaden extra-curricular and work
experience opportunitiesTHE IDEAS FOUNDATION

5) Employers

Publish data on staff and recruitment
make up at all gates

Widen the talent pool with non-graduate
entry, valuing vocational qualifications and
possibly blind applications

Publish all vacancies and applicant ratio data

Better inform leadership team re diversity
as a business imperativeINSPIRE DIVERSITY TOOLKIT

Improve mentoring, coaching, sponsorship
and championing - all very differentBUSINESS IN THE COMMUNITY

Nurture the pipelineTHE GREAT BRITISH DIVERSITY EXPERIMENT

6) Recruiters

Better reflect business growth and society

Challenge clients and provide high-calibre
diverse short-lists

Search for talent outside of traditional pools: "life
exists outside of white, middle-class Britain"BOARD APPRENTICE

Build talent pools/lists outside of
traditional 'gatekeepers'INSPIRE / ENGAGE

NATIONAL IMPACT: Government
must reconstitute national policy

1) Increase support for early learning
‘Good’ parenting programmes

High-quality, universal pre-school/nursery

2) Increase family income for poor families

Maintain and grow tax credits

More wealth based means testing on
families that game the system.

3) Increase quality of teaching and learning

Increase aspiration of students

Increase rigour of core subjects especially
English, Maths and traditional curricula

Support challenged students

Consider work-rleated learning methods

Re-constitute the Assisted Places Scheme

4) Bring together all stakeholders
from the diversity space

Understand 'intersectionality' of
background, gender, ethnicity

Find programmes of greatest national impact

Optimise marginal impact programmes

5) Increase funding

Voluntary good parenting programmes

Family income support

Academic Assisted Place Scheme

Breakfast clubs in primary and secondary schools

6. Consider legislation

The threat of quotas impacted gender
equality review at a Board level

Ensure transparency on recruitment
processes and appointments

Ensure a level playing field by
supporting stakeholder actions
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4. Extract from the output (mindmap) a sub-set and transcribe into a matrix format. This allows 
the user to create a ‘Problem Space’ (PS). Figure 2 shows a PS with 6 parameters (aka main 
variables) where each parameter is described in terms of a series of discrete states or dimensions 
(aka sub variables or 2nd level variables). 

 
Figure 2: Populating the Problem Space via the 6 solution parameters and states for social mobility 

 
 
This matrix can be described as representing the PS and is made up of 720 different configurations (i.e. 
the product of all states: 2x2x5x3x4x3). 
 
 
5. Decide if additional parameters such as constraints or outcomes need to be added (e.g. 

Timing, Money, and Resource)? If yes, then add to the initial PS matrix as below figure 3. A smaller 
workshop may be required to check and validate the detailed PS as the software starts to do its 
work and we prepare to move to the phase. 

 
Figure 3: Adding constraints to Problem Space given the realities of implementation for social mobility 

 
 
The software allows each parameter and parameter state to be described as a form of audit trail, for 
example, what is meant by ‘current political priority’. 
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6. Confirm final review – in that does the PS reflect the views of ALL stakeholders? Is there a 
high level of consensus that the PS encapsulates the problem being addressed? If not, then revisit 
and adjust accordingly. Sign-off is by the stakeholder team and depending on how the outputs will 
be used by their seniors/board. 

 
Figure 4: The PS transposed into the FMA/options analysis software for social mobility 

 
 
 
7. Use the FMA/options analysis software to convert the PS matrix to the ‘Cross Consistency 

Matrix’. The software transposes the PS matrix to a ‘tableau’ where each parameter and their 
respective states (descriptors) can be analysed in relation to every other state in every other 
parameter – this is called ‘pair wise analysis’. A major workshop (possibly 2-3 half days with 2 
facilitators) will be required to run the analysis across steps 7 and 8. 

 
Figure 5: The PS transposed into the FMA/options analysis software for social mobility 

 
 
The result is figure 5 which shows all the paired cells; those which are red with a cross are paired cells 
deemed inconsistent, whilst blank cells are deemed consistent. 
 
 
8. Perform analysis via a detailed evaluation of the relationship between each of the pairs in 

the CCM. Decisions are audited via an audit recorder which can be aggregated post exercise. 
 
 
9. Once the pair-wise assessment within the CCM is completed then click the ‘Compile’ 

button. The model algorithm then discards all configurations with one of more inconsistent pairs 
and generates a ‘Solution Space’ made up of only those configurations which are totally consistent. 
If the PS has been properly constructed then it is expected that over 95% of the PS configurations 
are discarded so that the remaining 5% represent possible viable options. A smaller workshop will 
be required to evaluate and feedback on the Solution Space. 

 
  



10. The Solution Space represents visually and dynamically all the potential options which 
work. This ‘filtered’ selection can then be further evaluated for preference, comfortable in the 
knowledge that these options are compatible. Examples are shown in figures 6 and 7. 

 
Figure 6: This graphic shows 1 of 12 scenarios in the Solution Space – red indicates inputs and blue 
indicates the range of options as an output. 

 
 
 
Figure 7: This graphic shows of the 12 scenarios solution number 42162 would appear to provide the 
optimum response solution 

 
 
It is then up to the stakeholders how to present and release the results of the analysis. However, there 
is rich content and insight from the model that can be used for a variety of purposes. 

 


